
Working together to help students “Do Engineering”.

Our Ongoing Partnership with NI
For over ten years, Digilent has been proud to work with NI. We’ve manufactured 
accessories for NI’s academic products, enhancing NI’s mission to help students ‘Do 
Engineering’. In 2013 Digilent was acquired as a wholly-owned subsidiary of National 
Instruments. Since then, our work with NI has grown from providing engineering 
services to creating complementary Digilent hardware and custom NI-Academic 
accessory boards.

Learn more about what we o�er by visiting our website.

Manufacturing is Our Strength
In addition to making engineering technologies accessible to a wider 
audience, we also provide OEM services. Our expert team of engineers, 
combined with our manufacturing services and worldwide distribution, 
have made us an ideal partner for several leading technology providers 
such as Xilinx, Analog Devices, Texas Instruments, and National 
Instruments. We provide our partners with design expertise, proven 
manufacturing and distribution channels, and our experience bringing 
these products into the academic space with useful educational materials.

Education is Our Mission
Since our founding in 2000 by two engineering educators, Digilent 
has developed products that blend professional technologies with the world of engineering education. We not only 
create hardware that features cutting edge semiconductor technology at prices students can a�ord, but we also o�er 
resources that enable our partners in education. These include teaching material, sample labs, shared curriculums, 
sponsored student design contests, and an extensive partnership network that caters to universities. It’s no wonder that 
our products can be found in over 2000 universities in more than 70 countries!

Who is Digilent?
Located in the rolling hills of Pullman, Washington, Digilent is a 
small company with a giant mission – we seek to create more 
lifelong engineers by working with educators to make engineering 
and design technologies accessible to all. 

Digilent & NI

www.digilentinc.com/NI
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With the High Current Adapter, you can use your NI myRIO to 
interact with high current applications such as driving LED strips, 
relays, and servos. The High Current Adapter is able to run 
applications from 3V - 16V and can deliver current up to 4A 
providing users with a way to plug their applications in directly 
without any additional electronics required. 

High Current Adapter for NI myRIO

With the Shield Adapter for NI myRIO, you can now connect your 
myRIO to the expansive shield options offered by the Arduino 
ecosystem. The Shield Adapter is designed to work with any 
shield that is compatible with the Arduino Uno using the 3.3 or 5V 
power from the myRIO MXP connector. The silk screen is labeled 
on the shield pins to reflect the myRIO inputs.

Shield Adapter for NI myRIO

The NI Circuit Design Suite combines NI Multisim and NI 
Ultiboard into a single integrated bundle for all student learning 
and design needs. This analog, digital and power circuit learning 
platform includes a powerful suite of virtual instruments and 
analyses to view simulated measurements on the PC desktop. 
The NI Ultiboard software allows students to design a printed 
circuit board, view it in 3D and prepare for fabrication. 

NI Circuit Design Suite (Student Edition)

The Digilent myProto accessory board for NI myDAQ & myRIO is  
designed primarily for analog circuit experimentation and design. 
It comes with three on-board LEDs, a 10K potentiometer, two 
audio jacks and allows an external power source to be 
connected to the protoboard. 

myProto Protoboard for NI myDAQ & myRIO

NI LabVIEW is a graphical programming platform used by millions 
of engineers and scientists for problem solving, data acquisition 
and analysis, instrument control, automated testing and 
validation, prototyping, and more. Now there’s LabVIEW Home, 
which has been targeted at makers, allowing anyone to program 
visually, using icons to connect hardware and other applications 
in a single environment.

LabVIEW Home Bundle

This kit contains all the parts you need to interface with the 
outside world using your LabVIEW-connected device! The kit 
includes resistors, LEDs, sensors, displays, breadboard, a wire 
kit, and more.

LabVIEW Interaction Parts Kit

The Motor Adapter for NI myRIO allows you to easily connect and 
control either one stepper motor, two DC motors or two servos 
independently through the MXP connector on your myRIO. It has 
been designed so that no additional circuitry is required to drive 
motors. Just supply power and you’re on your way!

Motor Adapter for NI myRIO

The NXT Sensor Adapter for myRIO is designed to bring the 
popular Lego Mindstorms NXT sensors to the myRIO ecosystem. 
The NXT Sensor Adaptor connects to your NI myRIO’s MXP port 
and breaks out the myRIO Analog, Digital, and I2C channels to 
three standard NXT input ports. Additionally, all three NXT sensor 
ports have female jumper connections for directly probing sensor 
signals or connecting your own custom solutions.

NXT Sensor Adapter for NI myRIO

The Digilent myProto accessory board for NI myDAQ & myRIO is  
designed primarily for analog circuit experimentation and design. 
It comes with three on-board LEDs, a 10K potentiometer, two 
audio jacks and allows an external power source to be 
connected to the protoboard. 

MXP Breadboard / Wirewrap for NI myRIO

Get your students involved quickly in building essential electronic 
circuits! The set of key components in the myParts Kit 
encourages hands – on experimentation with breadboards of 
basic circuitry, helping to make learning productive and 
enjoyable for beginners and more advanced students alike. 
Hobbyists and independent developers will also find the kit useful 
for investigating their design concepts. 

myParts Kit -by- TI

The Digilent my Digital accessory board for the NI myDAQ and NI 
myRIO is designed to provide students a cost-effective, portable, 
and engaging platform for teaching electronics. With a 
myDAQ/myRIO, NI Multisim and myDigital, you’ll have everything 
needed to allow students to design, construct, and test basic 
analog and digital designs. 

myDigital Protoboard for NI myDAQ & myRIO

The Digilent Cmod S6 is a small, 48-pin DIP form factor board built 
around a Xilinx Spartan 6 LX4 FPGA. The board also includes a 
programming ROM, clock source, USB programming and data 
transfer circuit, power supplies, and basic I/O devices. There are 
46 FPGA I/O signals that are routed to 100- mil-spaced 
through-hole pins, making well suited for use with solderless 
breadboards like the MXP breadboard for NI myRIO.

Cmod S6
The chipKIT Cmod is a chipKIT/MPIDE compatible board from 
Digilent. It combines a Microchip PIC32MX150F128D 
microcontroller with a convenient 600-mil, 40-pin DIP package 
and two Digilent Pmod connectors. Digilent’s Cmod boards are 
ideally suited for breadboards or other prototype circuit designs 
such as the MXP breadboard or Wirewrap for NI myRIO. 

chipKIT Cmod

The LabVIEW Physical Computing Kit comes with the LabVIEW 
Home Bundle, chipKIT WF32 microcontroller board, handy 
project box with stickers, and USB cable. We selected the WF32 
because of its extensive onboard capabilities. It has a WiFi 
module that lets you communicate with a world of wireless 
devices, a Micro SD card slot for reading and storing large 
amounts of data, and a USB 2.0 controller for power, 
configuration, and your own USB applications. 

LabVIEW Physical Computing Kit

The Pmod Adapter allows the users of the myRIO access to the 
expansive collection of Digilent Pmods (Peripheral modules). The 
Pmod connectors on the Pmod Adapter for NI myRIO can be 
powered by either the myRIO or by an external power source 
installed on J3. There are 2 Pmod ports using SPI, and UART and 
an 8 pin male header using I2C. In addition there are two available 
analog output pins. 

Pmod Adapter for NI myRIO

Expansion boards for NI myDAQ  (MSP connector)

Related Products

Expansion boards for NI myRIO  (MXP connector)


